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Abstract

Cumyl dithiobenzoate (CDB) mediated methyl acrylate (MA) bulk polymerizations at 80 8C, using CDB concentrations between 1.5!

10K2 and 5.0!10K2 mol LK1, were modeled via a novel Monte Carlo simulation procedure with respect to experimental time-dependent

conversions, X, number average molecular weights, Mn, and weight average molecular weights, Mw. The simulations were based upon

individual treatment of 5!108 discrete molecules in accordance to their actual reaction pathways. The kinetic scheme employed includes

termination reactions of intermediate RAFT radicals with propagating radicals and reaction steps of the RAFT pre-equilibrium, which are

different from those of the RAFT main equilibrium. The equilibrium constant of the main equilibrium of the CDB/MA system at 80 8C was

found to be KZ1.2!104 L molK1, indicating a relatively stable intermediate radical. The concentration of the intermediate RAFT radical,

although not employed as experimental input data for the modeling, was calculated by using the obtained set of kinetic parameters as being in

excellent agreement with experimental electron spin resonance spectroscopic data.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The last few years have witnessed a rapid development of

living/controlled radical polymerization processes, which

permit the formation of narrowly distributed polymeric

materials with controlled molecular weights and complex

macromolecular architectures. The most prominent of these

techniques are the nitroxide-mediated polymerization

(NMP) [1,2], the atom transfer radical polymerization

(ATRP) [3–5], and the reversible addition fragmentation

chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization [6,7]. The RAFT

process has proven to be extremely versatile with respect to

monomer types and reaction conditions and developed into

a highly attractive method for generating novel materials

with unrivaled properties. The mediating agents employed

in most RAFT polymerizations are dithioesters with the

general structure Z–C(aS)S–R, which have been designed
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in great structural variety with respect to the leaving group

(R-group) and to their stabilizing moiety (Z-group). The

RAFT polymerization proceeds via a degenerative chain

transfer mechanism in which two equilibria (Scheme 1) are

superimposed on a conventional radical polymerization

scheme with the elementary reactions, i.e. initiation,

propagation and termination [8], being unaffected. Addition

of a growing macroradical to the sulfur–carbon double bond

of the initial dithioester compound 1 produces a carbon-

centered intermediate radical 2, which subsequently under-

goes b-scission reactions to either yield back the reactants or

to generate an initiating radical R% and a polymeric

dithioester compound 3. This sequence of reactions is

termed pre-equilibrium. Analogous reactions constitute the

main equilibrium, in which a growing macroradical reacts

with the polymeric RAFT agent 3 in a degenerative manner,

i.e. reactants and products are chemically virtually identical.

Recurring reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer

events throughout the polymerization induce an equilibrium

between dormant and living chains, which results in the

living/controlled nature of the polymerization process.

Following the reaction scheme depicted in Scheme 1,

the radical concentration is not influenced by the RAFT
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Scheme 1. Basic reaction steps of the RAFT process.
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process, hence, the overall rate of polymerization remains

unchanged in the ideal case of instantaneous fragmentation

of the intermediate RAFT radical. However, inhibition, i.e.

prolonged time periods in the initial reaction phase without

significant polymerization activity, and retardation, i.e.

reduction of polymerization rates in comparison to the

conventional polymerization, are frequently observed. Both

effects are depending in extent on the initial RAFT agent

concentration. Two school of thoughts have emerged to

explain these rate altering effects: (i) the fragmentation

reaction of the intermediate RAFT radical is considered to

be very slow [9,10], or (ii) additional side reactions, such as

termination reactions of the intermediate RAFT radical with

either growing macroradicals (cross-termination) or among

themselves (self-termination) (Scheme 2), are held respon-

sible for the reduction of propagating radical concentration

[11–13].

A wide variety of advanced techniques has been applied

to elucidate the detailed mechanism of RAFT polymeriz-

ation, especially focusing on the dithiobenzoate-mediated

polymerizations. High-level ab initio molecular orbital

calculations [14,15] and modeling strategies based on the

kinetic scheme without the assumption of any side reactions

predicted fairly stable intermediate RAFT radicals with

average lifetimes of seconds, and long-lived radical sinks

has indeed been observed in some RAFT systems via
Scheme 2. Extended RAFT reaction scheme including termination of the

intermediate RAFT radical.
g-radiation-induced polymerizations [16,17]. However, the

predicted remarkably high concentrations of the intermedi-

ate RAFT radical could not be confirmed via electron spin

resonance (ESR) spectroscopy [12,18,19] and smaller

stabilities of the intermediate RAFT radicals were conse-

quently concluded. Termination products originating from

side reactions of the intermediate RAFT radical, including

recombination products via coupling of the Z-group in case

of Z is phenyl (Scheme 2) [20], could be identified from

model systems via nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy [21,22], matrix assisted laser desorption

ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry (MS) [23], and

size-exclusion chromatography [12], supporting the theory

of termination of intermediate RAFT radicals being

responsible for rate retardation in some RAFT systems.

However, these products could not be observed from actual

polymerizing systems using electrospray ionization (ESI)

MS [24] or MALDI-MS [23]. In an attempt to reconcile the

experimental findings, a reversible termination of the

intermediate radical has been hypothesized [20,25], which,

however, has yet to be confirmed.

The complexity of the RAFT process with its multitude

of coupled elementary reactions has been met via modeling

strategies from the very beginning of studies into RAFT

kinetics. A straightforward approach to directly determine

individual rate coefficients, e.g. like the pulsed-laser

polymerization techniques for assessing propagation rate

coefficients [26] and termination rate coefficients [27],

respectively, has not yet emerged for the kinetic parameters

governing the RAFT equilibrium, i.e. kad and kb. These

kinetic coefficients may, however, be deduced via modeling

experimental data, like rate of polymerization, molecular

weight data, and full molecular weight distributions, using

known kinetic parameters as input values in conjunction

with a specific kinetic scheme. Thus, the obtained data are

model-dependent, which explains the tremendous difference

of reported values of kad and kb in literature [10,13].

Modeling RAFT polymerizations serves two important

tasks: (i) simulation of the polymerization process using the

obtained parameter set within a given kinetic scheme may

substitute for complicated and time-consuming exper-

iments, and (ii) it may additionally help to elucidate the

mechanisms by providing kinetic data that may be judged

against experimental results for plausibility.

Most of the simulations of RAFT polymerizations

performed are based on numerical integration algorithms

for solving the underlying ordinary differential equation

system describing mass balances. PREDICIw, for instance,

which employs a so-called discrete Galerkin h-p-method for

the numerical solution of countable differential equations

[28], has been used by Barner-Kowollik et al. to model

cumyl dithiobenzoate (CDB) mediated styrene bulk polym-

erization [9] as well as cumyl phenyldithioacetate (CPDA)

mediated styrene bulk and methyl methacrylate bulk

polymerization [25]. These modeling studies were based

upon the kinetic scheme originally proposed by the CSIRO
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group [29] and with a simple transfer reaction substituting

for the pre-equilibrium. Later, systematic studies into the

influence of rate coefficients governing the pre- and main

equilibrium and of initiator concentration, both on the

resulting molecular weight distribution and polymerization

rate, have been performed via PREDICI simulations by

Vana et al. [30]. In that study, individual reaction steps for

describing the pre-equilibrium, hence, allowing for simu-

lations of inhibition phenomena, have been introduced. It

should be noted that the RAFT equilibrium reactions are

implemented into PREDICI via introduction of two virtual

species, which basically represent the individual polymeric

arms of the intermediate RAFT radical. This approach has

recently been proven correct with respect to the concen-

tration of the individual participating species by Wulkow

and coworkers [31], however, information about how these

arms are interlinked is not available.

Wang and Zhu [32,33] used the method of moments to

simulate RAFT polymerizations employing a prearranged

set of kinetic coefficients and performed studies into the

influence of several kinetic parameters on the obtained

moments of polymeric species. Pre- and main equilibrium

where not treated individually. Such a momentum method

approach reduces complexity significantly; however, full

molecular weight distributions cannot be obtained.

Monte Carlo methods were found to be effective tools for

the simulation of kinetics and full molecular weight

distributions of conventional radical polymerization pro-

cesses, e.g. pulsed-laser polymerizations [34–36] and olefin

polymerizations including branching effects [37]. These

methods are especially advantageous when detailed infor-

mation about polymeric microstructure, e.g. comonomer

sequence in terpolymers [38], are required. For the

simulation of controlled radical polymerization, Monte

Carlo methods have been employed describing NMP [39–

41]. Prescott [42] used a Monte Carlo method for

investigating influences of chain-length dependent termin-

ation in RAFT emulsion polymerizations using a simplified

kinetic model, mainly focusing on chain-length dependent

propagation and termination probabilities without studying

time-dependent concentrations of individual species.

In this work, we present a novel Monte Carlo method

(termed mcPolymer), which enables the comprehensive

simulation of RAFT polymerizations in an extremely

straightforward manner. During this simulation procedure

each single molecule from a huge initial batch of molecules

is accounted for throughout the entire simulated polymeriz-

ation. The probability of a molecule following a distinct

reaction pathway is calculated on the basis of pseudo-

random numbers. This approach enables uncomplicated

implementation of reactions leading to species with

sophisticated macromolecular architectures and is therefore

especially suited for simulation of RAFT polymerizations,

where polymeric molecules with two (intermediate RAFT

radical), three (cross-termination product) and four individ-

ual arms (self-termination product) possibly occur. The full
molecular weight distributions of all the resulting polymeric

materials are directly accessible. The RAFT equilibrium

reactions (Scheme 1) and additional side reactions (Scheme

2) are calculated directly according to their chemical

reaction pathways and without the necessity of virtual

species.

We employed this powerful simulation tool for modeling

the CDB-mediated methyl acrylate (MA) bulk polymeriz-

ation at 80 8C, which is known to exhibit a pronounced rate

retardation effect [43]. This strong retardation renders the

CDB/MA system an interesting candidate for studies into

RAFT kinetics. The objectives of the present work are to

introduce the new Monte Carlo simulation procedure and

to apply it for the estimate of model-dependent rate

coefficients via modeling experimental kinetic data, i.e.

time-resolved average molecular weight and monomer

conversion data. The significance of the modeling result

was explored by comparing simulated and experimental

results with respect to both molecular weight distributions

and concentrations of the intermediate RAFT radical, which

were obtained via electron spin resonance (ESR)

spectroscopy.
2. Computational methods

The simulations were initialized with a predetermined

total number of 5!108 to 5!1010 individual molecules,

which were assigned to the reactant species, i.e. monomer,

RAFT agent, and initiator, according to their molar

concentrations in the initial reaction mixture. A single

Monte Carlo step performed reflects the individual reaction

of a discrete molecule according to the kinetic scheme

assumed. Prior to each Monte Carlo step the reaction

probability, pi, for each possible reaction, i, is calculated

from the product of the stochastic reaction rate coefficient

and the active number of reactant molecules, which are

involved in that reaction. The time steps of the simulation

were implemented as being variable. Combination of the

sum over all reaction probabilities, pi, with a uniformly

distributed random number, r, gives the time interval t (Eq.

(1)),

tZ
1

P
i pi

ln
1

r
(1)

which describes the time required for one Monte Carlo step.

From all possible reaction pathways, reaction i is selected

by using another random number and the individual reaction

probability, pi. This reaction was subsequently executed by

increasing the number of product molecules and simul-

taneously decreasing the number of reactant molecules, with

distinct chain lengths being transferred from reactants to

products in the case of polymeric species being involved.

In order to facilitate computational operation, templates

describing reactions between reactants with comparable
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characteristics were designed. Reactions of similar nature,

e.g. termination via combination, addition of propagating

radicals toward polymeric RAFT agent, and cross-termin-

ation, may hence be calculated using the same universal

reaction template for combining two polymeric species, by

which all chain lengths of the reactants are individually

preserved in the product molecule.

The variation of kinetic coefficients that may change

during the progression of the polymerization process, e.g. by

temperature variation or by increasing monomer conver-

sion, is considered. The adjustment is not made after each

time interval, t, but after a predetermined reaction time

period of typically 60 s, in order to reduce computational

time.

The Monte Carlo simulation procedure was executed by

the mcPolymer program (Windows and Linux), pro-

grammed in CCC with a Tcl-interface, and employing

the Mersenne Twister high-level 623-dimensionally equi-

distributed uniform pseudo-random number generator [44].

The calculations were performed on a computer cluster

comprising 20 CPUs (AMD Athlon XP 1900C to AMD

Athlon 64 3200C), running under SuSE-Linux. Simulations

were independent and could therefore be executed in

parallel. The job-generator used for the automated

execution of the simulations was implemented as a Tcl-

script, starting the jobs via the Grid Engineq cluster queue

system by Sun Microsystems.

The computational time was depending on the rates of

the participating reactions, that is, increasing reaction

probability directly reduces the time interval per Monte

Carlo step (Eq. (1)). As a consequence, a larger number of

calculations had to be carried out for describing the same

reaction time period in case of fast reaction rates. Overall

calculation times were found to be especially sensitive to the

absolute reaction rates of the addition and fragmentation

reactions of the RAFT equilibrium. Additionally, the

computational time was increasing at higher RAFT agent

concentrations, because the absolute number of polymer

chains participating in the time consuming RAFT equili-

brium is increased.
3. Experimental section

3.1. Materials

Methyl acrylate (Fluka, R99%) was purified by passing

through a column filled with basic Al2O3 and subsequent

distillation under reduced pressure. The initiator 2,2 0-

azobis(iso-butyronitrile) (AIBN, Merck) was used as

received; the purity was more than 99% as verified by 1H

NMR analysis. The RAFT agent cumyl dithiobenzoate was

synthesized according to the procedure detailed earlier [43].

The purity of the RAFT agent was more than 98% as

verified by 1H NMR analysis. 2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-piper-

idine-N-oxyl radical (TEMPO, 99%, Aldrich) for ESR
calibration was used without further purification. Tetrahy-

drofuran for size-exclusion chromatography (THF, Carl

Roth, Rotipuran, stabilized with 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methyl-

phenol) was used as received.

3.2. Polymerizations

Stock solutions of MA (25 mL), AIBN ([AIBN]Z1.0!
10K2 mol LK1) and cumyl dithiobenzoate with initial

concentrations of 1.5!10K2, 2.5!10K2, and 5.0!10K2

mol LK1 were prepared. Five samples of each stock solution

were transferred to glass vials, sealed with teflon/rubber

septa, and thoroughly deoxygenated by purging with

nitrogen gas for approximately 10 min. The vials were

subsequently inserted into a block heater thermostated at

80G0.1 8C. Samples were removed after 15, 30, 45, 60

and 75 min, respectively. The reactions were stopped by

cooling the solutions in liquid nitrogen. The polymeric

product was isolated by evaporating off the residual methyl

acrylate. Monomer conversions, X, were determined

gravimetrically.

3.3. ESR measurements

Electron spin resonance spectra were recorded on a

Bruker Elexsysw E-500 CW-ESR spectrometer. Absolute

radical concentrations were obtained via calibration with

TEMPO solutions in methyl acrylate of known concen-

trations and under conditions as close as possible to those of

the actual polymerization experiment. In order to improve

the signal-to-noise ratio, up to 200 individual spectra were

co-added.

3.4. Molecular weight analysis

Molecular weight distributions were determined by

means of size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) using a

Waters 712 WISP autosampler, a Waters 515 HPLC pump,

PSS-SDV columns with nominal pore sizes of 105, 103 and

102 Å, a Waters 2410 refractive index detector, and THF at

35 8C as the eluent. The SEC set-up was calibrated against

polystyrene (PS) standards of narrow polydispersity (MpZ
410–2,000,000 g molK1) from Polymer Standards Service.

Mark–Houwink parameters for poly(MA) in THF (KZ
1.95!10K2 mL gK1, aZ0.660) [45] provided access to

absolute molecular weight distributions according to the

principle of universal calibration [46].
4. Kinetic model

The kinetic model underlying the modeling of the RAFT

polymerization is presented in Scheme 3.

The upper part of the reaction scheme comprises the

basic conventional reaction steps of a radical polymeriz-

ation, i.e. initiation, propagation and termination.
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Termination is assumed to proceed exclusively via combi-

nation, the dominant termination mode in methyl acrylate

polymerization [47]. The associated kinetic coefficients are

taken from literature and can be found in Table 1.

The RAFT reaction sequences, which are inducing the

equilibrium between active and dormant radicals, are

implemented directly according to their reaction pathways

as shown in Scheme 1. In order to minimize the multitude of

fit parameters, the reinitiation of the expelled leaving group

radical, R%, is assumed to proceed with the same rate as the
Table 1

Kinetic input parameters for the Monte Carlo modeling of CDB-mediated MA b

Monomer [MA]0Z10.3 mo

RAFT agent [CDB]0Z1.5!10

Initiation [AIBN]0Z1!10

kdZ1.58!10K4

fZ0.64

Propagation kpZ31,800 L mo

Termination kt,cZexp(19.5–3.
propagation step. Addition rate coefficients being larger

than kp would not significantly affect kinetics, lower

addition rates, however, may induce inhibition effects [30,

48]. Because it is beyond the scope of the present work to

investigate inhibition effects in detail (Section 5), we chose

this basic approach. It should, however, be stressed that

distinction between the pre- and main equilibrium is vital

for inducing an induction period. The individual addition

and fragmentation reactions of the pre-equilibrium, kad,1 and

kb,1, were thus assumed as being independent of those of the

main equilibrium, kad and kb. The kinetic model additionally

contains termination of the intermediate RAFT radical with

the propagating radical (cross-termination) via combination

as working hypothesis. The rate coefficient of such reaction

is described by a!kt,c. It should be noted that self-

termination of the intermediate RAFT radical is not

included into the kinetic model used in this initial study in

order to minimize complexity, however, modeling based on

kinetic schemes with increased complexity are currently

underway.
5. Results and discussion

Three independent CDB-mediated MA bulk polymeriz-

ation experiments at 80 8C, with initial RAFT agent

concentrations of 1.5!10K2, 2.5!10K2 and 5.0!10K2

mol LK1, respectively, and an initial AIBN concentration of

1.0!10K2 mol LK1 were performed and analyzed with

respect to time-dependent monomer conversions, X, number

average molecular weights, Mn, and weight average

molecular weights, Mw, which are listed in Table 2 and

depicted in Figs. 1 and 2.

Four important features of these polymerizations can be

identified:
(i)
ulk po

l LK1

K2; 2
K2 mo

sK1

lK1 sK

7!X)
The polymerization reaction is comparatively fast, due

to the relatively high initiator concentration, the high

decomposition rate of AIBN at 80 8C, and the high

propagation rate of MA (Table 1). Fifty percent of

monomer conversion is achieved after only 1 h when

employing 1.5!10K2 mol LK1 CDB.
(ii)
 The polymerizations are, nevertheless, very well

controlled, especially at high RAFT agent concen-

trations, as is obvious from the low polydispersity

indices, PDI, (1.09!PDIZMw/Mn!1.36, depending
lymerization at 80 8C

.5!10K2; 5.0!10K2 mol LK1

l LK1

[53]

[54]
1 [45]

L molK1 sK1 [55]



Table 2

Experimental data (reaction time, t, monomer conversion, X, number average molecular weight, Mn, weight average molecular weight, Mw, and polydispersity

index, PDI) and theoretical number average molecular weight, Mtheo
n , for CDB-mediated MA bulk polymerization at 80 8C using 1!10K2 mol LK1 AIBN as

the initiator

[CDB] (mol LK1) t (min) X (%) Mn (g molK1) Mtheo
n ðg molK1Þ Mw (g molK1) PDI

1.5!10K2 15 11.1 7793 7089 8546 1.10

30 28.6 19,198 18,209 24,045 1.25

45 41.9 27,648 26,701 35,423 1.28

60 53.0 35,855 33,755 46,773 1.30

75 60.8 39,954 38,696 54,333 1.36

2.5!10K2 15 5.5 1796 2105 1994 1.11

30 17.4 6541 6633 7379 1.13

45 27.7 10,756 10,582 12,601 1.17

60 35.9 13,766 13,703 16,595 1.21

75 44.6 17,290 17,028 21,919 1.27

5.0!10K2 15 2.0 222 389 243 1.10

30 7.0 1118 1345 1234 1.10

45 13.4 2297 2553 2534 1.10

60 19.3 3539 3692 3875 1.09

75 25.3 4756 4835 5303 1.12

Fig. 1

for CD

CDB

initiat
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on monomer conversion and CDB concentration) and

from the steadily increasing Mn values with progress-

ive monomer conversion.
(iii)
 The polymerization rate is significantly lowered with

increasing CDB concentration, i.e. rate retardation is

operative. The monomer conversion after 1 h, for

instance, is reduced from 53% when using 1.5!10K3

mol LK1 CDB to only 19% with 5.0!10K3 mol LK1

CDB.
(iv)
 A pronounced inhibition period, in extent being

dependent on the initial RAFT agent concentration,

occurs, that is, no polymerization activity is observed

in the initial time period.
The experimental data sets were subsequently modeled

according to the kinetic scheme described in Section 4 using

the mcPolymer program, with the fit parameters kad,1, kb,1,

kad, kb, and a (Scheme 3). The determination of the

optimum kinetic parameter set, describing the experimental
. Experimental and simulated monomer conversion vs. reaction time

B-mediated MA bulk polymerization at 80 8C, using different initial

concentrations and AIBN ([AIBN]Z1.0!10K2 mol LK1) as the

or.
results appropriately, was demanding, because of the

coupled individual RAFT reaction steps. Manual optimiz-

ation of the kinetic parameters via personal validation of the

simulation results against the experimental data and

repeated adjustment of the input fit parameters did not

succeed. On the other hand, the systematic variation of all

five fit parameters in a significantly large search space using

a relatively narrow grid would have required an unaccep-

tably large number of individual simulations.

We therefore performed a stochastic scan of a parameter

space with initial limits selected on the basis of rational

considerations and preliminary simulation results. Simu-

lations of polymerizations via the mcPolymer program,

using a random combination of kinetic parameters, were

performed via an automated job generator for all three

experimental initial RAFT agent concentrations up to

reaction times of 100 min and using an initial number of

5!108 molecules. The deviations of simulated time-

dependent conversions and average molecular weights
Fig. 2. Experimental and simulated number average molecular weight, Mn

(full symbols), and weight average molecular weight, Mw (open symbols),

vs. monomer conversion for CDB-mediated MA bulk polymerization at

80 8C, using different initial CDB concentrations and AIBN ([AIBN]Z
1.0!10K2 mol LK1) as the initiator.



Table 4

Optimum set of parameters for the kinetic model detailed in Section 4,

describing the RAFT equilibrium reactions of a CDB-mediated MA bulk

polymerization at 80 8C

Pre-equilibrium

kad,1Z3.06!108 L molK1 sK1

kb,1Z20.9 sK1

K1Z1.46!107 L molK1

Main equilibrium

kadZ9.36!106 L molK1 sK1

kbZ784 sK1

KZ1.19!104 L molK1

aZ0.15
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from the experimental data were subsequently automati-

cally assessed via error sums. Three individual optimization

runs with successive reduction of the parameter window

size around the optimum results (Table 3) were performed,

resulting in an overall number of 7500 simulations. The

calculation of one single MA RAFT polymerization

experiment with 100 min reaction time and using, e.g. 5!
10K2 mol LK1 CDB, corresponded to 8.95!108 Monte

Carlo steps and 14 min computational time on an AMD

Athlon 64 3200C CPU, with a maximum memory

requirement of 118 MB. Overall calculation time on a

cluster of 20 computers was approximately 20 days, which

is equivalent to more than 1 year of absolute computational

time.

The resulting optimum set of kinetic parameters,

obtained from simultaneous fitting of rate and molecular

weight data, is presented in Table 4.

The simulated conversion vs. time plots for three CDB

concentrations using the input and modeled kinetic

parameters of Tables 1 and 4 are depicted in Fig. 1 together

with the experimentally obtained data. The simulations

almost perfectly match the experimental findings. Simulated

evolution of average molecular weights, Mn and Mw,

respectively, with monomer conversion is shown in Fig. 2,

also demonstrating the excellent agreement between

simulated and experimental results.

The comparison of simulated and calculated full

molecular weight distributions (Fig. 3), e.g. of polymeric

material originated from MA RAFT polymerization with

5.0!10K2 mol LK1 CDB after 25% monomer conversion,

indicates a very good match. Minor deviations can be seen

in the high molecular weight regime. This might either be

due to the Gaussian broadening of the SEC instrument or

due to imperfect SEC calibration at high molecular weights,

where termination products of the intermediate RAFT

radical with branched microstructure (e.g. three-arm star)

may occur.

The obtained kad and kb values describing the main

equilibrium result in an equilibrium constant of KZkad/kbZ
11,900 L molK1 (Table 4). This value is three orders of

magnitude higher than the one reported for CDB-mediated

styrene polymerization at 60 8C (KCDB/styreneZ55 L molK1
Table 3

Parameter intervals for the stochastic modeling procedure

Run 1 R

Number of jobs 1000 1

kad,1 (min)/L molK1 sK1 1.0!107 8

kad,1 (max)/L molK1 sK1 5.0!108 5

kb,1 (min)/sK1 1.0!100 1

kb,1 (max)/sK1 1.0!102 5

kad (min)/L molK1 sK1 6.0!106 6

kad (max)/L molK1 sK1 3.0!107 1

kb (min)/sK1 1.0!102 1

kb (max)/sK1 2.0!104 1

a (min) 0.05 0

a (max) 0.20 0
[12]), which has also been derived on the basis of a kinetic

scheme that includes irreversible cross-termination of the

intermediate radical. The comparatively high value of K in

the CDB/MA system is indicative of a relatively stable

intermediate RAFT radical and demonstrates the very

strong influence of the monomer derived leaving group on

the average lifetime of such radicals. This has recently been

demonstrated by Coote [15] via high-level ab initio

calculations of small model radicals, which indicated that

the equilibrium constant K is extremely sensitive to the R-

groups considered, covering a range of four orders of

magnitude with Z being phenyl.

It has been demonstrated earlier that at a given value of K

the polydispersity of the resulting polymer is determined by

the individual values of kad and kb. The higher the absolute

values of kad and kb, the smaller the resulting PDI [30]. The

polydispersity is therefore a direct measure for the

successful modeling of these kinetic coefficients. The PDI,

however, exhibits an enhanced relative error, because it is

composed of two measured values, and its accurate

determination is additionally limited by the Gaussian

broadening of the SEC. Thus, the absolute values of the

modeled kad and kb values are considered exhibiting a higher

uncertainty than the resulting equilibrium constant, K,

which is also determined by the experimental rate data. It

should be noted that individual treatment of Mn and Mw,

instead of employing PDI as experimental quantity,

increased the accuracy of the resulting fit parameters.

The optimum a value of 0.15 obtained via the modeling
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Fig. 3. Experimental and simulated normalized chain-length distributions

(SEC-curves) of CDB-mediated MA bulk polymerizations ([CDB]Z5!

10K2 mol LK1) at 80 8C, after 25% monomer conversion using AIBN as the

initiator ([AIBN]Z1.0!10K2 mol LK1).

Fig. 4. ESR spectrum observed in the CDB-mediated bulk polymerization

of MA at 80 8C, with AIBN being the initiator, and structure of the

corresponding intermediate RAFT radical.
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is below the value of 0.5 determined for the CDB-mediated

styrene bulk polymerization at 60 8C [49]. This might be

understood by an increased relative steric influence in the

case of MA, where the conventional termination reaction

between two growing radicals is considered being essen-

tially unaffected by steric hindrance. The relative lowering

of the termination rate coefficient, when comparing

conventional to cross-termination, may therefore be greater

in MA than in the styrene system, with its sterically more

demanding styryl-radicals.

It should be noted that implementation of a pre-

equilibrium with kinetic coefficients being independent of

those of the main equilibrium was necessary to successfully

model the experimentally observed induction period. Such

inhibition has often been observed in dithiobenzoate

mediated acrylate polymerizations and has either been

attributed to stable first intermediates [43] or slow

propagation of the initiating and leaving group radical

[48]. For our studies we chose a kinetic picture of increased

stability of the first intermediate radical in conjunction with

irreversible cross-termination in order to induce the

induction period. Such an approach exhibits the closest

kinetic similarity to the mechanism assumed for the main

equilibrium. Alternatively, the induction period may, for

instance, be described via an increased a value for the pre-

equilibrium, representing an increased termination prob-

ability of small radicals. However, it should be noted that

the evidence found for the main equilibrium (see below) is

not affected by using different models describing the pre-

equilibrium.

Although it is beyond the scope of the present work to

investigate the initial period in detail, it is interesting to note

that the obtained value of K1 for the pre-equilibrium of

1.46!107 L molK1 is only one order of magnitude different

from the value of 1.5!106 predicted by ab initio

calculations for a very similar radical, namely, the

dithioester intermediate radical with a methyl and
–CH2COOCH3 leaving group substituent [15]. Modeling

of the pre-equilibrium employing kinetic schemes with

increased complexity in conjunction with experimentally

determined time-resolved concentrations of participating

species, such as the initial RAFT agent, is currently

underway.

It should be noted that the obtained parameters (Table 4)

are model-dependent, that is, they are only valid for the

kinetic model described in Section 4. Equally good

modeling results of monomer vs. time and average

molecular weight vs. time data may be obtained assuming

a different kinetic model, e.g. one which assumes absence of

irreversible termination reactions of intermediate RAFT

radicals, with resulting kinetic parameters being largely

different from the ones for the model presented here. Model

discrimination between competing theories is consequently

not feasible by only considering time-dependent conversion

and molecular weight data.

In order to probe the significance of the kinetic model

and the related kinetic coefficients we acquired additional

experimental data by determining time-dependent concen-

trations of radicals present in the polymerizing system via

ESR. The ESR spectrum obtained from a CDB-mediated

MA bulk polymerization at 80 8C is shown in Fig. 4 and can

be attributed to the corresponding intermediate RAFT

radical.

A very similar spectrum has recently been observed by

Chernikova et al. [50] in a dithiobenzoate mediated n-butyl

acrylate polymerization. The radical concentration vs. time

profile obtained via calibrated doubly integrated spectral

areas is depicted in Fig. 5.

The measured radical concentration of approximately

1.5!10K6 mol LK1 was assumed to be entirely due to the

concentration of the intermediate RAFT radical, [Int%], as

the propagating radical concentration was calculated being

two orders of magnitude lower, i.e. ½P†
n �z10K8 mol LK1.

The concentration of the intermediate RAFT radical in the

studied CDB/MA system is higher than the one observed in

the CDB-mediated styrene polymerization [12,18], indicat-

ing an increased stability of the intermediate RAFT radical

in case of poly(MA) being the leaving group, and both the

absolute value and the evolution with time is very close to



Fig. 5. Experimental (ESR) and simulated intermediate RAFT radical

concentration vs. reaction time for a CDB-mediated ([CDB]Z2.5!10K2

mol LK1) MA bulk polymerization at 80 8C, using AIBN ([AIBN]Z1.0!

10K2 mol LK1) as the initiator.

Fig. 6. Simulated absolute number of living polymeric RAFT agent

(polyRAFT) and cross-termination product (D-int) vs. chain length for a

CDB-mediated MA bulk polymerization ([CDB]Z5.0!10K2 mol LK1) at

80 8C after 25% monomer conversion, using AIBN ([AIBN]Z1.0!10K2

mol LK1) as the initiator. Total number of species: 2,185,246.
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recent data obtained by Chernikova et al. for tert-butyl

dithiobenzoate mediated n-butyl acrylate polymerization at

90 8C [50].

Comparison of the experimental [Int%], measured in

RAFT bulk polymerization of MA at 80 8C using 2.5!10K3

mol LK1 CDB, with the simulated time-resolved data yields

a striking congruence as is obvious from Fig. 5. It should be

stressed that the concentration of the intermediate radical

was not a fit parameter, that is, the match between

experimental and simulated [Int%] is an independent

indication for the significance of the chosen kinetic scheme

and the obtained kinetic coefficients. It should further be

noted that modeling the experimental time-resolved con-

version and average molecular weight data assuming

absence of termination reactions of the intermediate

RAFT radicals arrives at a main equilibrium constant of

KZkad/kbZ2.4!107. Such a model describes these experi-

mental data with equal quality, however, the predicted [Int%]

vs. time trace shows a steady increase with time and reaches

a value of 1.6!10K3 mol LK1 after 30 min in case of

[CDB]Z2.5!10K2 mol LK1. This result is in clear con-

tradiction to the experimental findings. We are well aware

that the presented study is no independent proof of a kinetic

model. However, it lends credit to the assumption that the

intermediate radical may undergo side reactions that lowers

the propagating radical concentration.

Very recently, Feldermann et al. [51] claimed to disprove

that cross-termination of the intermediate radicals is

responsible for the rate retardation in RAFT on example

of the CDB-mediated styrene bulk polymerization. The

authors therein demonstrated that detailed experimental

conversion vs. time data cannot be adequately fitted to a

model that contains cross-termination in the main equili-

brium only and therefrom concluded that cross-termination

does not occur at all. However, by using the kinetic model

introduced above (Scheme 3), which includes a pre-

equilibrium being different to the main equilibrium and

which allows for cross-termination of all the intermediate

radicals, the conversion vs. time traces presented by
Feldermann et al. [51] can also be described perfectly,

both for the low monomer conversion regime, which may be

attributed to the pre-equilibrium, and for higher monomer

conversions. This result demonstrates that by assuming

RAFT equilibrium reactions being different for small or

oligomeric radicals and by including cross-termination of

the first intermediate radicals—which reaction Feldermann

et al. [51] omitted—, conversion vs. time data can be

described equally well by the general concept of termination

of the intermediate RAFT radicals. These findings effec-

tively invalidate the claim stated by Feldermann et al. [51]

that model discrimination is possible by using conversion

vs. time data alone. Additional experimental data, such as

the ESR data presented above, are in fact necessary to gain

further insight into the RAFT process.

The termination reaction of the intermediate RAFT

radical assumed in this study continuously produces dead

polymeric material, both in the pre- and in the main

equilibrium. So-called three-arm stars are generated in case

of termination by combination in the main equilibrium,

whereas linear polymer, i.e. three-arm star polymer with the

non-polymeric R-group being one arm, is formed during the

pre-equilibrium. The complete number distribution vs. a

linear chain-length axis for such polymeric species, D-int

(Scheme 3), is depicted in Fig. 6 together with the number

distribution trace of living polyRAFT agent for the MA

polymerization with 5!10K2 mol LK1 CDB after 75 min

and 25% monomer conversion, respectively. Here, the

molar amount of cross-termination product relative to the

one of the living polymeric dithioester compound is 3.4%. It

should be noted that, following the optimum set of

parameters, the cross-termination reaction is dominating

over the conventional termination. The ratio between cross-

and conventional termination, which is naturally interlinked

with the a-value, may find further refinement when

unambiguous assignment of the high-molecular weight
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shoulder in the full molecular weight distribution to either

star or linear polymer becomes possible.

Three-arm stars have indeed been experimentally found

from CDB/styrene and CDB/BA model systems [12,21–23],

indicating that terminating side reactions of the intermediate

RAFT radical are viable reaction channels. However, these

termination products could not be identified from CDB-

mediated MA polymerization at low monomer conversion

using SEC in conjunction with ESI-MS, hence, challenging

the theory that termination of intermediate RAFT radicals is

responsible for the observed rate retardation [24]. It can,

however, be seen from Fig. 6 that the termination product is

evenly distributed over a wide range of different chain

lengths, whereas the living polymeric RAFT agent is

narrowly distributed in a limited chain-length regime. This

effectively reduces the molar ratio of termination products

to polyRAFT species at a distinct chain length, as

determined in a MS study, to less than 0.85%, e.g. at the

living peak maximum in case of 25% monomer conversion.

This ratio becomes smaller for lower monomer conversions,

due to the cumulative production of the termination

products. In addition, Venkathesh et al. [23] have recently

demonstrated that separation via SEC prior to the MS

detection may lead to a pronounced separation of linear and

star polymer in the MS spectrum, hampering the tracing of

branched termination products. However, tracking down

and characterizing termination products as direct evidence

for reaction pathways remain issues in RAFT and will stay

in the center of scientific interest. Uncovering such

termination products in polymerizing systems may be

especially promising at high monomer conversions and

high molecular weights, due to the cumulative nature of its

production.

It should be noted that the kinetic scheme used in this

study is not claimed to be complete and waits to be further

refined. Additional reaction pathways may well be oper-

ational in the CDB/MA system: (i) self-termination between

two intermediate radicals may become an important

reaction, due to the relatively high concentration of the

intermediate RAFT radical. Termination products from

such a self-termination reaction have recently been

identified via MALDI—besides cross-termination pro-

ducts—in a CDB/butyl acrylate model system [23], and

recent studies into CDB-mediated MA polymerizations at

300 bar in supercritical CO2 have also pointed toward

increased self-termination [52]. (ii) Additionally, termin-

ation reactions involving the intermediate RAFT radicals

may be reversible to some extent, as has been signified by

radical storage effects in CDB/styrene- and CDB/MA-

systems [16,17]. Such reactions, possibly proceeding over

radical centers that are delocalized in an aromatic Z-group

[20], may administer an additional persistent radical effect

that may increase the quality of control in strongly retarded

RAFT polymerization systems.

Additional experimental data, such as higher statistical

moments of the chain-length distribution and complete
chain-length distributions, respectively, as well as data from

radical storage experiments will be employed in future

modeling studies, based on more complex kinetic schemes,

in order to determine to what extent such additional reaction

channels may occur. It is the strength of the introduced

mcPolymer program that such additional reaction pathways

can be implemented with relative ease, opening up a

multitude of various modeling applications and allowing for

a comprehensive testing of different kinetic schemes.
6. Conclusion

A novel Monte Carlo simulation procedure, which allows

for the simulation of polymerization processes with

complex macromolecular architectures being present, has

been developed. Time-dependent concentrations and full

molecular weight distributions of all participating species

are directly accessible via this simulation tool, which has

been employed for modeling cumyl dithiobenzoate

mediated methyl acrylate RAFT polymerization at 80 8C.

The kinetic coefficients deduced for the RAFT equilibrium

indicate a relatively stable intermediate radical, although a

kinetic scheme including termination of the intermediate

RAFT radical with propagating radicals was applied. The

parameter set obtained via the modeling procedure allowed

for the calculation of the concentrations of the intermediate

RAFT radical, which are in excellent agreement with

experimental electron spin resonance spectroscopic data.
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